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I Best Practice 

1. Title of the Practice: 
Promotion of universal values among students. 

2.Objectives of the Practice: 

In today’s world, where majority of the people are pursuing only self interests relentlessly, the 

institution recognises the need to inculcate universal values like promotion of truth, selflessness, 

righteousness etc. The value education cell of our college is working with this goal.  

3.context: 
The value education cell inculcates among the students. 

a) harmonious development of body, mind and soul and promotion of universal values. 

b)Cultivate inner calmness-a way to peace 

c) to help others 

d) to preach and practice truthfulness. 

e) to deal with academic and emotional stress by tapping their inner sources of strength. 

f) to develop a positive attitude 

4. The practice: 

The cell has organised the following activities. 

a)A class on moral values 

b) Counselling sessions to inculcate human values. 

c) Psychological counselling of girl students in commemoration of International Woman’s Day. 

d) A programme on promotion of universal values 

e) A counselling session of students. 

5. Evidence of Success: 
Students are increasingly taking interest in this practice. They are regularly attending these classes 

despite their packed schedule of usual classes. 

6. Problem encountered: 
i) Shortage of infrastructural facilities: A separate room is needed to hold these classes. 

ii) Shortage of manpower: There are few full time teachers to inculcate these values in students 

which is a constraint. 

7. Resources required: 
Removal of infrastructural bottlenecks and more manpower will help to strengthen this practice 

further.  

 

II Best Practice 

Title of the Practice: Plantation Programme 

Objectives of the Practice 
It has been observing by the people that nature has been changing itself very tremendously as we 

are responsible for this change because of building and constructive more and more cities and town. 

So, the nature has unbalanced and disturbed that’s why 

the combination of oxygen has ruined. Therefore, now we have to maintain this balance by 

following the given points :- 

• To ensure more plantation of different fruits and other useful plants  trees. 

• Plantation programme can become more popular. So, it is the duty of ours to promote more and 

more students to come forward. 

• To enhance the values of plants  environment among the students. 

  

 

The Context 
The very noble objective of “Plantation programme is to save  protect to the environment by 

plantation work” with under given points:- 



• To rising up the level of the student thinking regarding plantation work. 

• To ensure the sincerity of the students regarding the values of trees  plants.  

• To inculcate the programme of plantation can change the heart  hobbies of students to produce 

more and more oxygen. 

• For the maintenance the cycle of the nature for up-gradation of the environment.  

 

 

The Practice 
It is very important to plant more and more trees, herbs and climbers because these are the carriers 

of rain and cloud. Only the nature has capacity to turn up the balance of nature to produce more and 

more oxygen, but it is only possible when our surroundings are full of trees and plants. Such type of 

programme is only possible when our new generation become more  more sincere and active 

towards plantation programme. If our programme of plantation makes the points of success, it is 

sure and certain that our nature will be in balance and the life of the people can be happy  

prosperous. So, we should plant more  more trees and protect them for the future of new generation.  

 

Evidence of Success 
Our efforts of plantation work provoke the heart of the students and inspired them to go quickly on 

the path of plantation for the balance of the nature  up-gradation of environment. It is the result of 

the programme that more than 70 student participated in 

the programme of the plantation started by college with the help of KAAR SEWA KHADUR 

SAHIB.As soon as possible to 250 plants has been planted by the students in various different areas. 

Now we hoping that after this raining season, these planted trees will provide us feelings of true 

nature  beauty of the nature.  

 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required 
Some students were too naughty that they avoid the programme and deny such types of activities, 

but our learned  scholars faculties convinced them and ultimately they agreed for the plantation 

work and realized the value and importance of the nature and 

environment. Not enough, but they also planted more  more plants and take an oath for the 

protection of the plants for the balance of nature. 


